Group+ | Business Travel Accident
THIS INFORMATION IS INTENDED FOR INSURANCE BROKERS AND OTHER INSURANCE PROFESSIONALS ONLY

Business Travel Accident Playbook
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With our new Group+ Business Travel Accident (BTA) insurance,
organisations can rest assured that their employees are supported
every step of the way, allowing them to focus on the job at hand.

MULTINATIONAL

Claims

WHY AIG

Cover

Innovation

Clear and flexible

Our broad modular wording allows clients to
select the level of cover they need.

AIG constantly innovates to deliver
market-leading products that offer
better care and protection to our
clients.

Commitment
Claims

Insight

Experienced professionals

Duty of care

Whatever issue your clients face
abroad, you can be sure that
in our 60 years of experience,
we have probably dealt with
something similar.

We share resources to help
employees understand the
risks they face before they
travel – and keep them
updated while abroad.

We are a world-leading Accident
& Health insurer with 60 years of
experience.

Global

We offer international expertise
and provide compliant
multinational solutions.

Assistance

Our travellers are never more than
a phone call away from help.

Assistance

Swift response

We provide access to expert assistance,
24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
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increase in terrorist
increase in terrorist
attacks worldwide violence across Western
in 2016.
countries in 2016.1

Net growth in
political violence
risks worldwide.1
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Natural catastrophes

Hurricanes, earthquakes and tsunamis may not
happen very frequently – but they can have
devastating consequences.

~11,

people lost their lives or went
missing in disasters during 2016.2
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Civil unrest

In the current uncertain political climate,
civil unrest can occur in previously
stable destinations.
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MULTINATIONAL

Employer risks
Employers can face adverse legal, financial and reputational
consequences if their employees come to harm.
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Traveller risks
Placing employees in unfamiliar environments
is inherently risky.

PER

Terrorism

Countries around the world remain on
high alert regarding the threat of
terrorist attacks.
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The world is getting smaller and
companies increasingly need their
employees – their most valuable
asset – to travel more widely.
However, the world is also becoming
more dangerous and even domestic
travel can provide challenges.
In new and challenging
environments, it is important that
people know how to stay safe and
healthy while they travel, and have
access to swift assistance when they
need it.
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OVERVIEW

Travel accidents

Serious road and rail accidents
can occur anywhere.

~1.25 million

road traffic deaths worldwide per year.3

1. The Risk Advisory Group 2017 Risk Maps Report: Political Risk, Terrorism & Political Violence, 2. Natural catastrophes and man-made disasters in 2016 – Sigma 2017 3. Global status report on road safety 2015 – WHO
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Group+ BTA is a broad policy that allows
organisations to customise their cover to fit their
requirements and budget restrictions by choosing
from three levels of protection. We have also
made sure that our policies are easy to navigate
and understand, with a simplified layout and clear
use of icons – all so that our clients can get the
most from their cover.

Broad cover
Clear and flexible
Modular format
Easy navigation
The three levels of cover
available are:

BACK

Target market

Core

Plus

Assured

Essential cover for
trips abroad, focusing
on medical costs and
liability protection.

Extends our Core
protection to include
cover for legal expenses,
money and baggage.

Includes cover for more
extreme and unusual
events, such as kidnaps,
natural disasters and
political risks.

MORE

MORE

MORE

We have global reach and
can protect organisations of
all sizes and industries, from
small businesses with a handful
of employees to multinational
companies with thousands of
employees.
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Cover | Core

CORE

Our Core cover provides essential protection for business travel, including broad personal accident cover.
This is designed to help an employee while they are injured and after they have recovered – for example,
with workplace changes – providing excellent support to both employees and employers.
Cover highlights include:

Personal accident
•Death or disablement
•Cosmetic surgery,
prosthesis, psychological
assistance and
wheelchair benefits
•Domestic help and
home and car alteration
benefits

•Hospitalisation, hospital
visitor expenses and
coma benefits
•Burns, facial scarring
and fracture benefits
•Sexual assault and
felonious assault benefits
•Family care benefits

•Independent financial
advice and partner
tuition benefit
•Workplace changes or
alteration costs
•Temporary personnel
replacement costs,
recruitment costs,
re-training costs and
workplace alteration
costs

Medical

Repatriation

Personal liability

Trip cancellation

•Unlimited medical
expenses
•Post-hospitalisation
convalescence
•Ongoing medical
treatment in home
country*
•Emergency dental
expenses

•Funeral expenses
•Family visits
•Pet care

•Bodily injury
•Accidental loss of or
damage to property
•Liability and legal
defence costs

•Injury or sickness
•Death of insured or
immediate relative
•Unforeseen
circumstances

*Available for a limited period of time.
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CORE

PLUS

Our Plus cover includes our Core business travel protection, as well as cover for money, legal expenses,
baggage and travel inconvenience. Our money cover protects you against the theft of currency and
reflects the increasing use of technology to make payments.
Cover highlights include:

Legal expenses

Personal property

Money

Travel inconvenience
benefits

Rental vehicle
deductible expenses

•Legal expenses
•Bail bond
•Court attendance
•Legal detention

•Personal property or
business equipment
•Lost keys
•Replacement travel documents
•Temporary loss of personal
property
•Loss of personal property
following bodily injury

•Physical loss or theft
•Fraudulent use of credit or
debit cards
•Fraudulent use of mobile payment
technology
•Fraudulent use of a mobile phone
•Theft of currency – including
on collection (120 hours before
departure)

•Travel delays
•Overbooked flights

•Excess or deductible for loss of or
damage to a rental vehicle
•Return of rental vehicle
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Cover | Assured

CORE

PLUS

Assured

In a time of escalating risks around the world, companies need to ensure that their employees are adequately
protected. For those working in more volatile territories, our Assured cover can be combined with our Core and
Plus protections, to provide cover for more extreme events, such as kidnaps, natural disasters and political risks.
Cover highlights include:

Kidnap, ransom
and extortion
•Ransom monies
•Expenses
•Judgments, settlements and
defence costs
•Consultancy support

BACK

Hijacking
•Forcibly or illegally detained as
the result of a hijack
•Return travel to accommodation

Search and rescue

Crisis containment
management

•Necessary and reasonable
search and rescue costs

•Crisis consultant fees and costs to
avoid or contain adverse publicity
that has potential to impact your
business
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AIG Travel - for world-leading travel assistance
Global reach, unparalleled service and proven operational capabilities

Service Centres
With eight service centres worldwide, AIG Travel delivers swift travel emergency capabilities for medical,
security and travel assistance across the globe - 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.

Stevens point, WI, USA

shoreham, uk

Houston, tx, USA

8

Wholly owned, service centres
conveniently located in Asia,
Europe and the Americas including
in-house travel agency and
provider payment/claims unit.

sofia, bulgaria

okinawa, japan
guangzhou, china

MEXICO CITY, MEXICO

Major catastrophes

kuala lumpur, malaysia

100%

Active, certified medical staff.

24/7/365

Travel assistance coordinators
with more than 40 languages
spoken on-site.

Travel medical assistance
From doctor referrals to medical evacuations,
we facilitate prompt, expert medical care.

General travel assistance
Flight delays, bad weather and lost or stolen
luggage can be an unfortunate part of travelling;
we help keep travellers on the move.

Security and support services
With the support of a global network of security
consultants, we respond to everything from
minor incidents to serious life-threatening events.

We are used to dealing
with even the most significant
catastrophes. AIG Travel
has supported millions
of travellers worldwide,
including during the
2014 West African Ebola
outbreak, the 2015 Nepal
earthquake, the 2015 Paris
terrorist attack and the 2016
Turkish coup d’état.

Concierge support
We provide concierge and other
personal assistance services.

Some services may incur additional fees. Contact AIG for details.
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Tools and Resources
Our resources help employees to understand the risks they face before they travel – and keep safe while they are abroad.
Our innovative online services can be accessed via our assistance website – [web address] – or our mobile app.
Online resources include:

AIG business travel assistance app
•Virtual assistance card in the event the
physical card is forgotten or lost
•One Touch ‘Help’ Button connects
travellers directly to emergency travel
assistance
•Easy distribution to employees via
email or intranet

Before departure
Online security awareness training for
employees

When travelling
Travel assistance and concierge services
Security travel alerts by email

Country reports to inform staff and
advise on what precautions to take
Global news watch emails
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Multinational target market

AIG offers flexible
multinational
programmes that
can be structured to
reflect your clients’
unique requirements.

Cover calibrated to
specific needs
When we are putting together
a multinational programme,
we consider not only cover
requirements, but also regulatory
issues, tax concerns, claims and
proof of insurance requirements.
The result: a comprehensive
approach that delivers the best
programme possible for your
client.

BACK

Multinational programmes can offer:
•Local servicing and claims –
a timely and efficient service
in local languages

•Flexibility – option of master
policies with DIC/DIL
coverage

•Service excellence – via one
point of contact

•Coverage control –
standardised coverage
terms and conditions across
affiliates and subsidiaries

•Local compliance certainty
– expert knowledge of
in-country regulations and
policies issued by fully
admitted licensed insurance
companies

AIG’s flexible underwriting
approach allows us to create
multinational programmes for
a wide range of organisations
and industries around the
world.
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Our customers come first and we do our best to
make a claim run smoothly with no surprises.

Experienced
professionals
Whatever kind of issue
your clients face, you
can be sure that in
our 60 years of travel
experience, AIG has
probably dealt with
something similar.

Expert knowledge

Responsive service

With our dedicated
claims team your clients
can count on strong
and dependable local
support with the right
expertise and focus.

Our insured benefits
from the speedy
settlement of
straightforward claims
whilst receiving proactive
communication and
support for those that are
more challenging.

WHY AIG
Global network
Claims support wherever in the world your clients are.
Empowered decision makers
Deliver clear guidance and swift claims resolution.
Help and advice
Advice not just after a loss, but before a loss as well.

IntelliRisk® Services

Our multinational clients can benefit from centralised
global loss data provided via IntelliRisk® Services.
IntelliRisk provides fast, convenient access to basic claim and
policy information with the ability to create month-end and
point-in-time valuated loss reports on demand. Data from
around the world is consolidated and available in multiple
common currencies, providing true global analysis and
reporting capabilities.
LEARN MORE
(Service options and data availability may vary depending on line of business,
programme placed and jurisdiction.)
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American International Group, Inc. (AIG) is a leading global insurance organisation. Founded in 1919, today AIG member companies provide a wide range
of property casualty insurance, life insurance, retirement products, and other financial services to customers in more than 80 countries and jurisdictions. These
diverse offerings include products and services that help businesses and individuals protect their assets, manage risks and provide for retirement security.
AIG common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange and the Tokyo Stock Exchange.
Additional information about AIG can be found at www.aig.com and www.aig.com/strategyupdate |
Twitter: @AIGinsurance |
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/aig.

YouTube: www.youtube.com/aig |

AIG is the marketing name for the worldwide property-casualty, life and retirement, and general insurance operations of American International Group, Inc.
For additional information, please visit our website at www.aig.com. All products and services are written or provided by subsidiaries or affiliates of American
International Group, Inc. Products or services may not be available in all countries, and coverage is subject to actual policy language.
AIG Europe Limited is registered in England: company number 1486260. Registered address: The AIG Building, 58 Fenchurch Street, London EC3M 4AB.
AIG Europe Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority
(FRN number 202628). This information can be checked by visiting the FS Register (www.fca.org.uk/register).

www.aig.com
GBL00002096 0917
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